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Still at Version -01

- draft-ietf-mboned-mcastarpa-01.txt

- Aiming at BCP as an Update to RFC 3171

- No new draft since last IETF

- extensive feedback received from early IANA review (Thanks to Michelle and Leo!)
  - ARPA subdomain formalities
  - wording suggestions
  - v6 multicast reverse needs to be more specific

- -02 expected to be ready for WGLC
Open Issues

- v6 Reverse Mapping dependent on Multicast Groups to be covered
  - PTRs are going to be unique here (one name per group)

- Which v6 Groups to deal with?
  - Scoping is more involved
  - Fixed-Scope vs. All Scope?
  - Support Node-Local, Link-Local, and Site-Local?
  - Name to Address mapping to contain multiple groups (AAAA) per name?
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